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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

 EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA

CHRISTIAN LANG, et al.

V.

DIRECTV, INC., JP&D DIGITAL
SATELLITE SYSTEMS, INC., and
MODERN DAY SATELLITE

§
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§

§
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§

CIVIL ACTION NO. 10-1085 “G”(1)

JUDGE NANNETTE JOLIVETTE
BROWN

MAGISTRATE JUDGE SALLY
SHUSHAN

ORDER AND REASONS

Before the Court is Plaintiff Drosus Galouzis’s Motion to Withdraw Without Prejudice.1

Defendants filed their opposition on October 4, 2011,  seeking to convert Plaintiff Galouzis’s motion2

to a Motion to Dismiss, such that Plaintiff Galouzis would be dismissed with prejudice.  Having

considered the motion, the response, the record, and the applicable law, for the following reasons,

the Court will dismiss Plaintiff Galouzis without prejudice, on the condition that should he choose

to refile these claims again, he must provide to Defendants all previously requested discovery

materials within ten (10) days of when any such complaint is filed.
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I.  Background

In this matter, Plaintiffs seek to bring a collective action under the Fair Labor Standards Act

(“FLSA”),  alleging that DirectTV, Inc. (“DirecTV”) and JP&D Digital Satellite Systems, Inc.3

(“JP&D”) (collectively “Defendants”) engaged in violations of minimum wage, overtime, retaliation,

and record-keeping laws.  Plaintiffs also allege retaliation in violation of Section 216 of the FLSA.

Further, Plaintiffs bring a class action for alleged violations of the Louisiana Wage Payment Act

(“LWPA”).  Plaintiff Drosos Galouzis is one of several individuals who opted-in to this action prior

to the granting of conditional class certification.  Galouzis opted-in to the action on March 3, 2011.4

On August 18, 2011, Magistrate Judge Shushan granted a Motion to Compel by Defendants,

noting that “[i]t has been necessary to order the plaintiffs to provide discovery to the defendants on

at least four occasions.”   Instead of complying with his discovery obligations, on September 26,5

2011, Galouzis filed the Motion to Withdraw Without Prejudice   now before this Court.  Defendants6

filed their opposition to this motion on October 4, 2011.7

On October 4, 2011, a telephone discovery conference was held before Magistrate Judge

Shushan; again at issue was the failure of several plaintiffs to comply with previous discovery orders.

In the Minute Entry for that conference, Magistrate Judge Shushan ordered Plaintiffs to produce

certain discovery material in compliance with “this order and with the court’s prior order of August
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18, 2011.”   Further, the Minute Entry states:8

Counsel for plaintiffs shall advise their clients orally and in writing that any failure
to comply with this order may result in a report and recommendation that their claims
be dismissed with prejudice.9

The Minute Entry also specifically declared an October 19, 2011 deadline for Plaintiff Andrew

Francis, an opt-in, to comply with the order.   The Minute Entry further stated that Defendants10

should file a motion for a Report and Recommendation to dismiss Francis’ claims “with prejudice

for failure to prosecute and to comply with the order of the Court” if he did not comply by the

October 19 deadline.   The Minute Entry did not specifically outline such a deadline for Plaintiff11

Galouzis as it did for Francis, but Galouzis was included within the general requirement to comply

with the order or else have his claims dismissed with prejudice.

Galouzis still has not complied with the court’s order to “(1) serve verified discovery

responses, (2) submit a declaration that he had produced all documents in his possession, and (3)

appear for a deposition,”  despite numerous requests and a Motion to Compel by DirecTV and12

JP&D.  Defendants maintain that they have “expended significant time and resources in an attempt

to compel Mr. Galouzis to comply with his discovery obligations,”  and Galouzis is currently in13

violation of the August 18, 2011 Court Order, as well as the October 4, 2011 Court Order.

Defendants filed a Motion for a Report and Recommendation to Dismiss the Claims of
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Drosos Galouzis and Stephen Francis With Prejudice on November 15, 2011.   On December 2,14

2011, Magistrate Judge Shushan filed a Report and Recommendation  and on December 5, 2011,15

Magistrate Judge Shushan filed an Amended Report and Recommendation  on the Motion to16

Dismiss the Claims of Galouzis and Francis.  In the Report and Recommendation, as amended,

Magistrate Judge Shushan recommended that the claims of Francis be dismissed with prejudice but

recommended denial of the Motion for a Report and Recommendation as to Galouzis because of the

pending Motion to Withdraw considered here.  This Court adopted the Report and Recommendation,

as amended, as its own opinion on December 29, 2011,  thus leaving unanswered the question of17

whether Galouzis would be allowed to withdraw without prejudice or whether the Court would grant

a dismissal with prejudice of his claims.

In the motion to withdraw, Plaintiff argues that the Court has broad discretion to allow

Galouzis to withdraw without prejudice under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41.  Additionally,

Plaintiff argues that withdrawal without prejudice is the favored and appropriate remedy.  Plaintiff,

however, cites no authority for these propositions.

Defendants argue that Galouzis’ dismissal should be analyzed under an involuntary dismissal

standard,  rather than a voluntary dismissal standard  because Galouzis has failed to comply with18 19

court orders.  Furthermore, according to Defendants, Galouzis would not be prejudiced by a
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dismissal with prejudice, since he has indicated that he does not wish to pursue his claims further.20

Additionally, Defendants argue that they will suffer prejudice if Galouzis is allowed to withdraw

without prejudice because such a dismissal would allow Galouzis “to avoid a potentially adverse

ruling and refile a separate action.”   Accordingly, Defendants request that the Motion to Withdraw21

be converted into a Motion to Dismiss and that Galouzis’ claims be dismissed with prejudice.

II.  Law and Analysis

Dismissal of actions is governed by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41.  Under the Federal

Rules, a plaintiff may voluntarily dismiss his case by right under certain circumstances.   However,22

when the opposing party has already served an answer or a motion for summary judgment but all

parties have not stipulated to dismissal, under Rule 41(a)(2), the plaintiff must seek court order to

dismiss the action.   “[U]nless the notice or stipulations states otherwise,” such a dismissal is23

without prejudice.24

Dismissal, however, may also be involuntary; Rule 41(b) states, “If the plaintiff fails to

prosecute or to comply with these rules or a court order, a defendant may move to dismiss the action

or any claim against it.”   A dismissal under Rule 41(b) is with prejudice and “operates as an25
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adjudication on the merits” unless the dismissal order states otherwise.   However, although a court26

has “inherent power” to dismiss an action,  the Supreme Court has determined that dismissal for27

failure to comply with a discovery order lies exclusively in Rule 37, rather than in Rule 41(b):

In our opinion, whether a court has power to dismiss a complaint because of
noncompliance with a production order depends exclusively upon Rule 37, which
addresses itself with particularity to the consequences of a failure to make discovery
by listing a variety of remedies which a court may employ as well as by authorizing
any order which is ‘just.’  There is no need to resort to Rule 41(b) . . . .28

Because Defendants previously filed an answer in this cause, Plaintiff Galouzis may no

longer voluntarily dismiss his claim by right.  At issue is whether his claims should be dismissed

under Rule 41(a)(2), and whether his claims should be dismissed without prejudice, the default

though not mandatory position for a Rule 41(a)(2) dismissal.  Additionally and alternatively, because

Plaintiff violated a court order involving discovery obligations, this Court must consider whether

Galouzis’ claims should be dismissed under Rule 37, not Rule 41(b) as Defendants argue, and if so,

whether the claims should be dismissed with or without prejudice.

 A.  Rule 41(a)(2) Dismissal

Dismissal on motion under Rule 41(a)(2) “is within the sound discretion of the trial court”
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and will be reviewed only for abuse of discretion.   However, a dismissal without prejudice29

generally should only be granted when it will not result in prejudice to the other party,  and the court30

“should keep in mind the interests of the defendant, for it is his position which should be

protected.”   “The primary purpose of Rule 41(a)(2) is to prevent voluntary dismissals which31

unfairly affect the other side, and to permit the imposition of curative conditions.”   Accordingly,32

the court may condition the dismissal so as to prevent prejudice.   Generally, dismissal should be33

allowed except where the defendant “will suffer some plain legal prejudice other than the mere

prospect of a second lawsuit.”   The mere annoyance of second litigation on the same subject matter34

does not constitute plain legal prejudice.   Even the avoidance of a tactical advantage, such as a35
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potential adverse result, may not be a bar to dismissal under Rule 41(a)(2).36

  Nonetheless, in exercising its discretion, the court should consider expenses that have been

incurred prior to the motion, as well as any inconvenience the defendant might suffer as a result.37

When a defendant has already expended significant time and effort, the district court may utilize its

discretion and refuse to grant voluntary dismissal.   Accordingly, serious prejudice to the defendant38

may serve as a basis for the court to deny a request for voluntary dismissal,  and the court should39

not turn a blind eye to meritorious arguments by defendants that would result in dismissal with

prejudice.40

B.  Rule 37 Dismissal

Rule 37 provides that a court “may issue further just orders” when a party “fails to obey an

order to provide or permit discovery.”   One provided remedy is “dismissing the action or41
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proceeding in whole or in part,” although various lesser sanctions are also enumerated.   Rule 3742

does not specify whether dismissal is presumed with or without prejudice, but courts have cautioned

that the use of dismissal “must be tempered by a careful exercise of judicial discretion” because it

is “the most severe sanction that a court may apply.”   Dismissal with prejudice “should be reserved43

for the most egregious of cases,” but prejudice to the defendant arising from plaintiff’s failure to

comply with discovery obligations is an aggravating factor that can bolster the decision to dismiss

with prejudice.  44

C.  Dismissal of Plaintiff Galouzis

Here, Defendants allege no prejudice beyond the prospect of a second lawsuit, were the Court

to grant Plaintiff’s request for voluntary dismissal.  Defendants only allege prejudice in that Plaintiff

seeks to “avoid a potentially adverse ruling and refile a separate action.   Accordingly, there is no45

plain legal prejudice to Defendants if Galouzis’ claims are dismissed without prejudice under Rule

41(a)(2).  Defendants have incurred considerable expense due to Plaintiff Galouzis’ failure to comply

with discovery, including Galouzis’ failure to follow court orders mandating his compliance with

discovery, and Defendants have been forced to defend a lawsuit without adequate information

regarding several plaintiffs.  They have been forced to file motions to compel in hopes of receiving
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necessary information.  Nonetheless, Defendants have had to take this action against multiple

plaintiffs, not only against Galouzis, and the motions to compel were not filed separately against

each plaintiff who was not in compliance with discovery obligations.  As a result, Defendants did

not incur these expenses specifically because of Plaintiff Galouzis.  Furthermore, only the August

18, 2011 Order granting the Motion to Compel was filed prior to the filing of Galouzis’ Motion to

Withdraw Without Prejudice.  It would be unfair to hold against Galouzis the October 4, 2011

Minute Entry ordering compliance with discovery and specifically threatening dismissal with

prejudice for failure to comply, given that this order was filed after Galouzis had requested to be

voluntarily dismissed.

This Court has great discretion to grant or deny Plaintiff’s Motion to Withdraw Without

Prejudice, but the law is clear that generally a court should allow voluntary dismissal where there

is no clear legal harm to the defendant other than the mere threat of another lawsuit.  There being no

legal harm here other than the avoidance of an adverse action and the prospect of a second lawsuit,

the Court will grant Plaintiff Galouzis’ Motion to Withdraw Without Prejudice.  The Court notes that

Defendants were not substantially prejudiced by the costs incurred in attempting to force Plaintiff

Galouzis to comply with discovery because he was but one of several plaintiffs included within the

motions.  However, in light of the expenses incurred by Defendant stemming from Plaintiff’s failure

to comply with discovery orders, the Court will exercise its discretion to condition the dismissal by

ordering that if Plaintiff Galouzis elects to refile the lawsuit, he must produce to the defendants all

previously ordered discovery material within ten (10) days of filing.  In this way, Defendants will

not again be subjected to the costs and time expenditures of forcing Plaintiff Galouzis to comply

with his discovery obligations.
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III.  Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above,

IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff Drosos Galouzis’ Motion to Withdraw Without Prejudice

is GRANTED and that Plaintiff Galouzis is DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE, with the

condition that should Plaintiff Galouzis elect to refile these claims, he must provide to Defendants

all previously ordered discovery material within ten (10) days of filing any subsequent complaint.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA, this _____ day of March, 2012.

__________________________________
NANNETTE JOLIVETTE BROWN     
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

6th




